Please join the Science, Religion, and Lunch Seminars (SRLS) hosted by the Northern Plains Ethics Institute for:

Syed Ahmad
CrossFire Technologies

Dynamics of So-called Islamic Terrorism and How to Eliminate It?
12-1pm, October 8, 2019
Meadow Lark, Memorial Union

Abstract: So-called Islamic terrorism has been in the news even before the 9/11 attacks. The phenomenon is wide spread from the remote serene islands of Philippines to the great city of New York. What are the dynamics that have been bringing matters to a flash point resulting in chaos and disorder? A discussion of the problems and Issues that reach a flash point and explode and whether there is a way to arrest their progress in advance.

Bio: Syed Sajid Ahmad is a semiconductor packaging engineer. He has worked for Intel, Micron and NDSU for a decade or more for each. He holds 54 patents. He has written and spoken about religious topics often.

Syed is involved with a sect of Islam, Ahmadiyya. He runs publications for the movement, which has been persecuted throughout the world for its unorthodoxy. Ahmad is a regular contributor to The Forum’s opinion pages. He has translated, compiled and co-authored “A Gift for the Queen,” “Points to Ponder,” “Why Islam is my choice” and “Words of Wisdom.”

SRLS fosters thoughtful, accessible dialogues on religion or science, with a special focus on the intersection between the two. Presenters take the seminar’s first forty minutes to develop their ideas for the diverse town and gown audience, and then answer questions for 20 minutes, or until we get kicked out of the room.

If you are interested in giving a seminar, then please contact Syed Ahmed at syed.ahmad@ndsu.edu or Dennis Cooley at dennis.cooley@ndsu.edu.